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INTRODUCTION AND MAIN 
CHARACTERS

Tom Sawyer
Tom’s mother and father are 
dead. He lives with his Aunt.

Becky Thatcher
Tom likes Becky a lot.

Aunt Polly
Tom’s Aunt

The story of Tom Sawyer 

happens in America in about 

1840.

Tom lives in a small town, 

in Missouri, near the 

Mississippi River. The story 

is about Tom’s life – he has 

a lot of adventures. And it’s 

about his friends.

Introduction

aunt (n) ป้า
introduction (n) 

การแนะนำา
main (adj) หลัก, 

สำ�คัญ
character (n)            

ตัวละคร
mother (n) แม่
father (n) พ่อ
dead (adj) ตาย
live (v) อาศัย
like (v) ชอบ
a lot (adv) มาก
story (n) เรื่องราว
happen (v) เกิดขึ้น
small (adj) เล็ก
town (n) เมือง
near (prep) ใกล้
river (n) แม่น้ำา
life (n) ชีวิต
a lot of (det) มาก, 

หลาย
adventure (n)         

ก�รผจญภัย
friend (n) เพื่อน
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Preface
By the author, Mark Twain
Most of the adventures in this book really 
happened. 
They happened when I was a boy, thirty or forty 
years ago. Some of the adventures are things which 
happened to me. Some of them happened to my 
friends.
My book is for children and for adults. I hope it will 
help you adults remember; remember when you 
were a child.

Injun Joe
A very bad man
People are scared of him.

Joe Harper
Tom’s best friend

Huckleberry (Huck) Finn
A poor boy in the town. 
He’s a friend of Tom’s.

preface (n) บทนำา, 
อ�รัมภบท

author (n) ผู้แต่ง
most (det) ส่วนมาก
book (n) หนังสือ
really (adv) จริง
boy (n) เด็กชาย
some (det) บ�ง (คน)
thing (n) สิ่ง, ของ
children (pl ของ 

child) เด็ก
adult (n) ผู้ใหญ่
hope (v) หวัง
help (v) ช่วย
remember (v) จำาได้
child (n) เด็ก
bad (adj) เลว
man (n) คน
people (pl) ผู้คน
scared (adj) กลัว
poor (adj) จน
best friend (n) 

เพื่อนสนิท
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BEFORE YOU READ

Grammar
 
1 Prepositions. Complete the information about Mark Twain, the author 

of The Adventures of Tom Sawyer, with time words from the box. 

 to • in • on • from • in
 

Mark Twain, the author of The Adventures of Tom Sawyer, was born              
(1)   1835. He was actually born (2)   November 30. He was 
from Missouri, USA and his real name was Samuel Langhorne Clemens. 
First of all, he worked as a printer. Then, he worked as a pilot on boats 
on the Mississippi (3)   1857 (4)   1861. He met a lot of 
interesting people of all ages when he was working on the river. Clemens 
wrote The Adventures of Tom Sawyer (5)   1876, under the name 
Mark Twain. The Mississippi is very important to Tom’s story.

Vocabulary & Speaking

2a Match the places from The Adventures of Tom Sawyer to their 
definitions. Use a dictionary to help you. 

1 forest a like Australia, Jamaica and Madagascar
2 island b Fred Flintstone lives in one.
3 cave c a place where you find lots of trees
4 river d smaller than a mountain You can walk up one.
5 town e like the Mississippi and the Amazon
6 hill f  smaller than a city, but larger than a village

2b Have you ever visited a cave? Tell your partner about it.

in
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Vocabulary
 
3 Mark Twain doesn’t say, but Tom Sawyer is probably a young 

teenager. What stages of life are the best to do these things? 

When you’re a baby 
  a child 
  a teenager/in your teens 
  in your twenties 
  in your thirties 
  in your fifties 
  in your nineties 
   

learn a language  •  learn to swim  •  get married  •  retire  
take driving lessons  •  get a job  •  travel abroad

learn to fly  •  have children  •  leave home

4 In Chapter One, Tom gets into trouble: he goes swimming in the 
river instead of going to school. What should happen for the bad 
behaviors below? Write your choice.

Bad behaviors
1 Missing school 
2 Being rude to an adult 
3  Not doing homework 
4 Using your cell phone in class 
5 Cheating in a test 
 (copying/using notes)
6  Playing a trick on a teacher 
7 Being late for school 
8 Tearing a book 

• extra chores
• detention (staying 
 longer at school)
• extra homework
• standing outside 
 the classroom
• other

The Adventures of Tom Sawyer  13 



“Tom!”

No answer.

“Tom!”

No answer.

“Where is that boy? You, Tom!”

No answer.

The old lady took off her glasses. She looked 

around the room. Then, she looked under the bed, 

but she only found the cat. Then she heard a noise 

behind her. She turned around and opened the 

cupboard door. There was Tom. “Here you are! 

What are you doing in there, Tom? What’s that 

around your mouth, boy?”

“I don’t know, Aunt Polly.”

“Well I do. It’s jam, isn’t it? You naughty boy! 

What am I going to do with you? Where’s my 

stick?”

“Look behind you, Aunt!” said Tom, quickly.

She looked behind her. Tom ran out of the door 

Good Days and Bad Days
2  Chapter One

answer (n) คำ�ตอบ
old lady (n) หญิงชร�
took off (pt ของ 

take) ถอด
glasses (pl) แว่นตา
look around (v) 

มองรอบ ๆ  
only (adv) เท่านั้น
found (pt ของ find) 

เจอ
heard (pt ของ hear) 

ได้ยิน
noise (n) เสียงดัง
behind (prep)               

ด้านหลัง
turn around (v) 

หมุนตัว
open (v) เปิด
cupboard door 

(n) ประตูตู้
Here you are!        

อยู่นี่เอง !
there (adv) ตรงนั้น, 

ที่นั่น
around (prep) รอบ
mouth (n) ปาก
well (interj) โอ
jam (n) แยม
naughty (adj) 

ดื้อ, ซน
stick (n) ไม้เรียว
look (v) ดู 
quickly (adv)             

อย่างรวดเร็ว 
ran out (pt ของ run) 

วิ่งออกไป
door (n) ประตู
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and jumped over the fence. He was free.

Tom’s aunt laughed. “He’s done that to me 

a thousand times. I still haven’t learnt! Grrr! I’ll 

have him when he comes home! He’s my poor dead 

sister’s boy. I want to make him a good boy. I feel 

bad if I hit him and bad if I don’t. But I have to 

punish him. So, what can I do with him? I can make 

him work. He can work for me on Saturday.”

It was a hot afternoon. Tom didn’t want to go 

back to school. So, he decided to go swimming 

in the river. When he got home, Aunt Polly was 

waiting for him. “Was it very hot in school this 

afternoon, Tom?” she said.

“Yes, Aunt. It was very hot.”

“But you didn’t go to school. You went 

swimming in the river!” said Sid, Tom’s brother. 

“Look, your shirt’s wet.”

“Why did you do that, Sid? Now, I’ll get into 

trouble! I’ll have you for that, Sid!” said Tom. 

Then, before Aunt Polly could catch him, he ran 

out of the house.

Aunt Polly was now sure about Tom’s 

punishment. “No free time for Tom on Saturday. 

jump over (v) 
กระโดดข้าม 

fence (n) รั้ว
free (adj) อิสระ
laugh (v) หัวเราะ
thousand (n) 

(จำ�นวน) พัน
time (n) ครั้ง
still (adv) ยังคง
learnt (pp ของ learn) 

เรียนรู้
Grrr! (interj) ฮึ่ม !
have sb (v) ทำาโทษ...
poor (adj) น่าสงสาร
dead (adj) ตาย
make (v) สร้าง
feel (v) รู้สึก
hit (v) ตี
have to (v) จำาเปน็ตอ้ง
punish (v) ลงโทษ
work (v) ทำางาน
hot (adj) ร้อน
afternoon (n)  

ตอนบ่าย
go back (v) กลับไป
school (n) โรงเรียน
decide (v) ตัดสินใจ
swim (v) ว่ายน้ำา
river (n) แม่น้ำา
got home (pt ของ 

get) กลับถึงบ้าน
wait for (v) รอ
brother (n) น้องชาย
shirt (n) เสื้อ
wet (adj) เปียก
get into trouble  

มีปัญห� 
catch (v) ตามทัน, 

จับได้
sure (adj) มั่นใจ, 

แน่ใจ 
punishment (n) 

บทลงโทษ, โทษ
free time (n) เวลาวา่ง
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He can work for me.”

Tom was free again. He went to find his friends. 

On his way down the street, he met a stranger. The 

boy was a little bit taller than Tom. The boy was 

wearing city clothes. He was wearing shoes, but 

it wasn’t Sunday. The boy looked at Tom. Tom’s 

clothes were old. Tom wasn’t wearing any shoes. 

The boy didn’t like Tom. Tom didn’t like the boy.

“What’s your name?” said Tom.

“I’m not telling you,” the stranger answered.

“Then I’ll fight you!” said Tom.

“And I’ll fight you too, but I’ll win!”

Then the stranger jumped on Tom and they 

started fighting. Soon, Tom was sitting on the boy. 

“Say ‘enough’ and tell me your name!” said Tom.

“No!”

“Say ‘enough’ and tell me your name!” said 

Tom, again.

“All right! My name’s Alfred Temple. Now 

enough!” said the boy. 

Tom stood up. Alfred, the stranger, escaped 

down the street.

Tom got home quite late that night. He quietly 

find (v) พบ
friend (n) เพื่อน 
on one’s way 

ระหว่างทาง
down the street 

ตามถนน
met (pt ของ meet) 

เจอ, พบ
stranger (n)                 

คนแปลกหน้�
a little bit (det)    

เล็กน้อย
taller than (adj) 

สูงกว่า
wear (v) สวม
city (n) เมือง
clothes (pl) เสื้อผ้า
shoe (n) รองเท้า
look at (v) มองไปที่
old (adj) เก่า
like (v) ชอบ
name (n) ชื่อ
tell (v) บอก
answer (v) ตอบ
fight (v) ตี, ต่อสู้
win (v) ชนะ
jump on sb (v) 

กระโจนใส่...
start (v) เริ่ม
soon (adv) ทันที
sit on (v) นั่งทับ
enough (adv) 

พอแล้ว, หยุด  
All right! (interj) 

ก็ได้ !
stood up (pt ของ 

stand) ลุกขึ้นยืน
escape (v) หนีไป
quite (adv) ค่อนข้�ง
late (adv) ช้�, ค่ำ�
quietly (adv)          

อย่างเงียบ ๆ
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climbed through the window. He didn’t want to get 

into more trouble. But Aunt Polly was waiting for 

him. “Tom! Look at your clothes! What did you do 

to them? They’re all dirty. You’ve torn your shirt! 

And look at your face! What am I going to do with 

you? Well, you can paint my fence on Saturday. 

That’s what you can do!”

***

Saturday arrived. It was a beautiful day. Tom went 

out into the garden. He had a bucket of white paint 

and a brush. He looked at the fence. It was very 

long. He didn’t want to work. He wanted to go 

swimming. He wanted to have fun with his friends. 

He put his brush into the paint and started work. 

“I hope my friends don’t see me,” he thought. 

“They’ll laugh at me.”

Then, Tom had an idea. And it was a wonderful 

idea.

Tom’s friend, Ben Rogers, came along the road. 

Tom pretended not to see him. Tom continued 

painting. Then, Ben saw Tom. “Hey!” he said. 

“What are you doing? Why are you working on a 

Saturday? Don’t you want to come swimming?”

climb (v) ปีน
through (prep) 

ผ่าน, ลอด
window (n) หน้าต่าง
get into trouble  

มีปัญห�
more (det) มากขึ้น
all (adv) มาก
dirty (adj) สกปรก
torn (pp ของ tear) 

ทำาให้ขาด
face (n) หน้า
paint (v) ทาสี
fence (n) รั้ว
Saturday (n) วันเส�ร ์
arrive (v) ถึง, มาถึง
beautiful (adj) 

สวย, งดงาม
went out (pt ของ go) 

ออกไป
garden (n) สวน
bucket (n) ถัง
paint (n) สี
brush (n) แปรง
want (v) ตอ้งการ, อยาก
have fun สนุกสนาน
put into (pt ของ put) 

จุ่มลงไปใน
hope (v) หวัง
see (v) เห็น
thought (pt ของ 

think) คิด
laugh at (v)      

หัวเราะเยาะ
idea (n) คว�มคิด
wonderful (adj) 

เยี่ยมยอด, เจ๋ง
came along (pt ของ 

come) ผ่านมา
pretend (v) แสร้ง, 

แกล้ง
continue (v) ทำาต่อ
work (v) ทำางาน
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“Work? Oh, this isn’t work,” said Tom. “I’ve 

never painted a fence before. I like it. It’s not work, 

it’s fun.”

Ben watched Tom. Tom looked very happy. Ben 

thought for a moment, then he said, “Can I paint a 

bit of fence, Tom? Please? I’ll give you my half of 

my apple.”

Tom continued to paint. Then Ben said, “I’ll 

give you all of my apple!”

Tom agreed. He gave Ben the brush and the 

bucket of paint. Ben started painting. Tom sat under 

a tree and ate his apple. A little while later, some 

more of Tom’s friends came along the road. All of 

them wanted to paint the fence. At the end of the 

morning, Tom had a lot of treasure! Four wonderful 

marbles, some blue glass, a part of a knife, a key, 

a fish-hook and half a piece of the teacher’s chalk. 

He was rich!

Tom went to find Aunt Polly. “Can I go and have 

fun now, Aunt?”

“What do you mean? You have to finish painting 

the fence before you can go.”

“But I’ve finished, Aunt. Can I go and have 

work (n) งาน
never (adv) ไม่เคย
like (v) ชอบ
fun (adj) สนุก
watch (v) ดู
look (v) ดูท่าทาง
happy (adj) มคีว�มสขุ
for a moment          

ชั่วครู่หนึ่ง
bit of sth (n) 

...จำานวนเล็กน้อย
give (v) ให้
half (n) ครึ่ง
agree (v) ตกลง
sat (pt ของ sit) นั่ง
under (prep) ใต้
ate (pt ของ eat) กิน
a little while                    

สักพัก, ไม่นานนัก
later (adv) ต่อมา, 

ภ�ยหลัง
treasure (n) สมบัติ
marble (n) ลูกแก้ว
some (det) บาง 
glass (n) แก้ว
part (n) ส่วน
knife (n) มีด
key (n) กุญแจ
fish-hook (n) เบ็ด
piece (n) ชิ้น, เศษ
chalk (n) ชอล์ก
rich (adj) รวย 
mean (v) หมายถึง
finish (v) ทำาให้เสร็จ
before (conj) ก่อน
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fun?”

“Finished? But that’s impossible. Show me.”

Aunt Polly went outside. She saw the fence. It 

was beautiful. She couldn’t believe it. “Well yes, 

Tom. That’s a good job. You can go and play now.”

Tom ran out into the street. He was free!

It was time for the usual Saturday fight. Tom 

was the leader of his gang. Tom’s best friend, Joe 

Harper, was the leader in another gang. It was time 

to fight.

The fight was wonderful. At the end, the two 

leaders counted all the dead. They counted all the 

prisoners. “What a good fight! What a good day! 

See you all next Saturday!” everyone said.

Everyone went home. Tom was smiling. On the 

way home, he walked past Jeff Thatcher’s house. 

There was a new girl in the garden. She was pretty. 

In fact, Tom thought she was very pretty. She was an 

angel. She was even prettier than Amy Lawrence. 

Tom forgot all about Amy Lawrence.

Tom pretended not to see this angel. He walked 

up and down in front of her garden. He walked 

like a man. He acted like a man. He wanted this 

impossible (adj) 
เป็นไปไม่ได้

show (v) ให้ดู
went outside (pt ของ 

go) ออกไปข้างนอก
couldn’t (pt ของ 

connot) ย่อจาก 
 could not             

ไม่สามารถ
believe (v) เชื่อ
a good job ทำาดีมาก
play (v) เล่น
ran out (pt ของ run) 

วิ่งออกไป
street (n) ถนน
free (adj) เป็นอิสระ
usual (adj) ปกติ
leader (n) หัวหน้า
gang (n) แก๊ง
best friend (n) 

เพื่อนสนิท
another (det) 

อีก, อื่น
fight (v) ต่อสู้
fight (n) การต่อสู้
wonderful (adj) 

เยี่ยมยอด
count (v) นับ
all (det) ทั้งหมด
the dead (n) ศพ
prisoner (n) นักโทษ 
past (prep) ผ่าน
pretty (adj) สวย, นา่รกั
in fact จริง ๆ  แล้ว
angel (n) นางฟ้า
even (adv) ด้วยซ้ำา
prettier than (adj) 

สวยกว่า
forgot (pt ของ 

forget) ลืม
pretend (v) แสร้ง
up and down  

กลับไปกลับมา 
like (prep) เหมือน
man (n) ผู้ชาย
act (v) แสดงท่าทาง
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beautiful girl to see him. He showed off as much 

as he could. After a while, she threw a flower. Then 

she ran inside her house. The flower was for Tom. 

He looked around. No-one saw him. He picked up 

the flower and put it in his pocket. It was wonderful. 

He walked home. He was smiling from ear to ear. 

Who was she? Who was this angel?

When he got home, Sid was in the garden. Tom 

picked up a stone. He threw it at Sid. Yes!

“Ouch!” said Sid. “Why did you do that?”

“You always want me to be in trouble. It’s not 

fair!” said Tom.

At dinner time, Sid dropped a plate on the floor. 

“Tom did that!” said Sid.

Aunt Polly picked up her stick. She hit Tom.

“Hey, Aunt Polly. That’s not fair! Don’t hit me! 

It was Sid, not me!”

Aunt Polly looked surprised. Then she said, 

“Well, you probably did something bad today, 

anyway. You’re always getting into trouble.”

Tom went outside. He was angry and miserable. 

It wasn’t fair. He went to find his angel. Outside her 

house, he threw some stones at a window. After a 

show off (v)       
เรียกร้องคว�มสนใจ

as much as        
มากเท่าที่จะ...

after a while            
หลังจากนั้นไม่นาน

threw (pt ของ throw) 
โยน

flower (n) ดอกไม้
ran (pt ของ run) วิ่ง
inside (prep) ข้างใน
look around (v) 

มองไปรอบ ๆ
no-one (pron)  

ไม่มีใคร
pick up (v) หยิบขึ้น
put (pt ของ put) ใส่
pocket (n) กระเปา๋เสือ้
smile from ear to 

ear ยิ้มแฉ่ง
stone (n) ก้อนหิน
Ouch! (interj) โอ๊ย !
always (adv) เสมอ
be in trouble         

มีเรื่อง, มีปัญห�
fair (adj) ยุติธรรม
dinner (n)          

อาหารมื้อเย็น
drop (v) ทำาหล่น
plate (n) จาน
floor (n) พื้น
hit (pt ของ hit) ตี
look (v) ดูท่า, มีท่าที
surprised (adj) ตกใจ
probably (adv) บางที
something (pron) 

บางสิ่ง, อะไร
anyway (adv) 

อย่างไรก็แล้วแต่
angry (adj) โกรธ
miserable (adj)   

ทุกข์ใจ
window (n) หน้าต่าง
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while, someone opened it. Tom looked up, but he 

wasn’t quick enough. Someone threw a bucket of 

water. It went all over him.

“What a horrible day. It really isn’t fair. Life 

isn’t fair,” thought Tom.

He went home, took off his wet clothes and went 

to bed. 

open (v) เปิด
look up (v) เงยหน้า
quick (adj) เร็ว
bucket (n) ถัง
all over (prep)             

ทั่วทั้งตัว
horrible (adj)             

เลวร้าย
really (adv) จริง ๆ  
thought (pt ของ 

think) คิด
took off (pt ของ 

take) ถอด
went to bed (pt ของ 

go) เข้านอน
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AFTER-READING ACTIVITIES

Stop & Check
 
1 Are these statements true (T) or false (F)? Correct the false 

statements. 

   T F
 1 Tom lives with his aunt and his sister.     
 2 Tom loves swimming.      
 3 Tom’s punishment is to paint the fence.      
 4 Tom paints the fence while his friends watch.      
 5 The new girl in town is called Amy Lawrence.      
 6 Tom gets into trouble because of Sid.      

 7 Aunt Polly punishes Sid for dropping a plate.      

Glossary Work

2 Tom’s Treasure. Can you work out how much treasure Tom got from 
his friends? 

1 Tom has 2 times 5 pieces of chalk =  pieces of chalk.
2 Tom has 2 times as many pieces of blue glass as he has marbles = 

pieces of blue glass.
3 Tom has 8 fewer marbles than apples =  marbles.
4 Tom has ½ as many fish-hooks as he has marbles =  fish-hooks.
5 Tom has 8 more apples than pieces of chalk =  apples.
6 How many things did Tom get from his friends? 

Reading for Key

3 Read the sentences about swimming. Choose the best word (A, B or 
C) for each space. 

1 Tom  swimming yesterday.
 A went B go C  goes
2 Tom  swimming on hot days.
 A  wants B  likes C plays

3

went
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3 The river is  the town.
 A  near B  far C  back
4 There isn’t  swimming pool in the town.
 A  a B  the C  some
5 Amy  like swimming in the river.
 A  don’t B  never C  doesn’t
6 They all have races to find the  swimmer.
 A  fast B  fastest C  fasting

BEFORE-READING ACTIVITY

Vocabulary
 
4a Tick the adjectives which best describe Tom Sawyer. 

  naughty   hard-working
  clever   normal
  unkind   popular
  sporty   quiet
  funny   sweet
 

4b Think about Tom’s character. What do you think he does in Chapter 
Two. Choose the best option. Then read Chapter Two and check your 
answers. 

1    A  Tom is interested in a lesson. 
    B  Tom is bored by a lesson.
2    A  Tom sits next to his angel at school.
     B  Tom sits next to the teacher at school.
3    A  Tom meets one of his friends at 11.30 pm.
    B  Tom meets one of his friends at 10.00 am.
4    A  Tom dreams about his angel.
    B  Tom dreams about a dead body.
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It was Sunday morning. Time for Sunday-school 

and church. Aunt Polly tested Tom on his bible 

lesson. Tom couldn’t remember any of it. Mary, 

Tom’s cousin, helped him. She was kind and 

patient, so, in the end, Tom learnt most of it. Then 

he put on his best clothes and his shoes. He hated 

wearing shoes. It was too hot to wear shoes. Then 

he went off to Sunday-school. On the way, Tom 

met his friend, Bill. “Hey, Bill! Have you got a 

yellow ticket?”

“Yes, I have.”

“I’ll buy it from you. What do you want? I’ll 

give you some marbles and a fishing-pole.”

“Ok.”

Then Tom bought some tickets from some of 

his other friends. He got three red tickets, another 

yellow one and quite a few blue ones. If you had 

enough tickets, you could get a prize from the 

Sunday-school teacher. To get a blue ticket, you 

Church on Sunday, 
School on Monday

3  Chapter Two

church (n) โบสถ์
Sunday (n) วนัอ�ทิตย์
school (n) โรงเรียน
Monday (n) วนัจนัทร์
Sunday-school 

(n) ค�บเรียนศ�สน�
วันอ�ทิตย์

test (v) ทดสอบ
bible lesson (n) 

บทเทศน์ในคัมภีร์
ไบเบิล

remember (v) จำาได้
cousin (n) ลกูพีล่กูนอ้ง
help (v) ช่วย
kind (adj) ใจดี
patient (adj) อดทน
learnt (pt ของ learn) 

เรียน
put on (pt ของ put) 

สวม
clothes (pl) เสื้อผ้า
hate (v) เกลียด
wear (v) ใส่
went off (pt ของ go) 

ออกไป
on the way ระหว่าง

ทาง
have got (v) มี
ticket (n) ตั๋ว
fishing-pole (n) 

คันเบ็ด
bought (pt ของ buy) 

ซื้อ
enough (det) พอ
prize (n) รางวัล
teacher (n) ครู
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